
Stack AR

**About Stack AR**

Stack AR is an Augmented Reality game for smartphones and tablets where players have to try to

stack blocks as high as possible. 

In Stack AR you have to try to stack floating blocks as high as possible. In this game concentration

as well as timing is in demand. You have to tap the display of your smartphone or tablet at the

right time in order to stack the blocks as precise as possible. You can either play the game in the

classic layout or you choose the Augmented Reality mode where you can play the game in your

real environment. 

**Stack AR – how does it work?**

-	Stack blocks: In Stack AR you have to stack blocks as high as possible and build the highest

tower by that. Blocks float from left and right during the game which you have to stack skillfully. In

Stack AR good timing is important: Tap the display of your smartphone or tablet at the right time in

order to stack the blocks as good as possible. If this failed, the projecting parts of the block are

cut off. Because of that the following blocks become smaller and smaller. As soon as the tower is

too small and no blocks can be stacked on it, the round is over. 

-	Compare your stacking skills: You can compare your high scores easily with other players from

all over the world in the Game Center. 

-	Fulfill missions: In Stack AR you not only have to try to build the highest tower but also fulfill

different missions. If you solved these missions successfully, you receive rewards like diamonds

with which you can buy other game layouts. 

-	Augmented-Reality: Stack AR is an Augmented Reality game, which means that you can play the

game either in the classic layout or in Augmented Reality mode. Find a flat surface in your

environment on which the first block can be placed and start stacking blocks in your real

environment. 

Conclusion: Even though Stack AR has a simple playmaking, it impresses with its Augmented

Reality mode. Because of that you can play the game in your real environment whereby you can

enjoy the game even more. Stack AR is a fascinating and clear designed game for which you

especially need good timing and high concentration. 


